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A B S T R A C T   

This paper applies remote sensing techniques and 3D point cloud (3DPC) analysis to the study of historical 
quarries and the relationship between old quarry landscapes and the natural fracture systems of rock massifs. 
Ancient quarry landscapes present particular characteristics and different features from those of modern 
quarries. Consequently, specific considerations are needed when historical extractive places are studied. The 
proposed method is based on terrestrial 3D laser scanners and the structure from motion technique with remotely 
piloted aircraft systems. Additional specific fieldwork is required to identify and characterise quarry faces from 
old, blurry outcrops. A case study of the 18th century “Rambla Honda” quarries in La Romana (Alicante, SE 
Spain) is presented. The comparison between the fieldwork and 3DPC analysis enables the numbers and ori-
entations of both (1) the discontinuity sets within the rock mass facilitating extraction and (2) the planes 
resulting from block extraction (traditional quarry faces) to be determined. The comparative analysis reveals 
how the stonecutters managed the extraction. The results show that structural and stratigraphic discontinuities 
act as planes of weakness for block extraction and determine the optimum orientation of the quarry face for 
minimising efforts and rock waste. The final quarry landscape is formed from the superposition of natural and 
artificial surfaces, but currently they appear eroded and partially covered by silting and plants. The proposed 
methodology contributes to distinguishing both natural and artificial discontinuities and to achieving a 
comprehensive knowledge of these cultural places.   

1. Introduction 

Identifying the natural fracture sets of a rock mass (i.e., joints, fis-
sures, bedding planes, etc.) constitutes a key issue in the development of 
a quarry, as natural fractures determine both the dimensional properties 
of the stone blocks and the rational direction in which to advance the 
mining front during operation (Levytskyi et al., 2017). The presence of 
discontinuities in a rock volume may lead to the abandonment of a 
particular quarry face or even the closure of a quarry because they 
condition both the maximum block size and the amount of waste 
(Bianchi Fasani et al., 2013). Hence, prior analysis of the fracture set 
helps to optimise the production of stone blocks (Donnelly, 1979; Fant, 
2012; Mosch et al., 2011; Scard, 1989; Stanier, 1985). 

Traditional methods for studying the fracture system of a rock massif 
include theodolites and compass clinometers (Luhmann et al., 2019) and 

measuring tapes (Einstein et al., 1983; Priest and Hudson, 1981; Priest 
and Hudson, 1976). These traditional methods require the user to have 
sufficient experience in deciding where to measure a distance or an 
orientation. Accordingly, the International Society from Rock Mechanics 
(ISRM) has suggested several methods for such fieldwork (ISRM, 1978). 
However, the collection of datasets depends on illumination, accessi-
bility, weather conditions and other factors (Riquelme, 2015). 

The rapid development of remote sensing techniques has enabled the 
application of digital image analysis to sites with natural stone fracture 
sets, the identification of discontinuity sets (DS) (Slob et al., 2010) and 
their geometric characterisation (Koch et al., 2017; Martínez-Martínez 
et al., 2017; Medina-Cascales et al., 2019; Riquelme, 2015). In recent 
decades, several remote sensing techniques have become powerful tools 
for geoscientists, enabling them to establish 3D digital models of out-
crops to determine their geological structure (Jaboyedoff et al., 2012; 
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Vasuki et al., 2014). In this context, the structure from motion (SfM) 
technique has become a versatile technique, especially when combined 
with multirotor remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPASs), which can 
image outcrops from a diverse range of perspectives (Niethammer et al., 
2012; Smith et al., 2009; Stumpf et al., 2013). Another powerful tool is 

ground-based light detection and ranging (LiDAR) also known as 
terrestrial laser scanning (TLSs), which can capture the coordinates of a 
scanned surface at high resolution (up to 104 points/m2) and high ac-
curacy (σ < 1 cm at 100 m). These coordinates are presented as a list of 
point coordinates or a 3D point cloud (3DPC). The working range of 

Fig. 1. Geographical and geological context of the studied quarries (adapted from (Martínez-Martínez, 2020)). The historical quarries labelled 01, 02 and 03 
correspond to the studied sectors. The letters in the stratigraphic column and geological map are (a) massive red limestone; (b) compacted red nodular limestone; (c) 
nodular red marly limestones; and (d) Quaternary breccia. The star shows the stratigraphic position of the Fe–Mn oxide crust. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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these tools usually varies from 5 m to 6000 m but depends on the in-
strument. Both techniques provide a 3D reconstruction of the surface. 
Therefore, the analysis of these 3D datasets with existing techniques 
enables the detection of sets of planes, their orientations (García-Sellés 
et al., 2011; Riquelme et al., 2014a; Slob et al., 2005; Vöge et al., 2013), 
their shapes (Assali et al., 2014), spacing (Assali et al., 2014; Riquelme 
et al., 2015), and other characteristics (Riquelme et al., 2018; Sturze-
negger and Stead, 2009). 

Remote sensing techniques and 3DPC analysis have been applied to 
active modern quarries to optimise technological mining parameters 
and improve the quality of the extracted stone blocks (Levytskyi et al., 
2018; Mosch et al., 2011). However, they have not been applied to the 
study of historical quarries. Old quarry landscapes present particular 
characteristics and different features from those of modern quarries. On 
the one hand, old quarry faces are frequently smaller and less continuous 
than those of active quarries. On the other hand, the rock weathering, 
erosion, plant growth and silting of old quarry landscapes sometimes 
make it difficult to recognise ancient quarry faces as well as to distin-
guish them from natural scarps. Consequently, a new specific applica-
tion of remote sensing techniques to historical quarries is required in 
order to verify their viability and their strong and weak points. 

The geometry, morphology, position, and orientation of ancient and 
historical quarries are typically studied from a qualitative point of view. 
In most cases, the quarry typology is classified according to its 
geographical position in the landscape and the extraction system that 
was used (Anna Gutiérrez, 2011). In other cases, inactive quarries are 
classified according to the morphology and typology of the stone 
resource (Heldal, 2009). Occasionally, the relationship between ancient 
quarry faces and natural fracture systems has been studied, but only in a 
descriptive way (Grenne et al., 2014). Consequently, a quantitative 
approach to the study of historical quarry landscapes is needed to 
improve our knowledge of these cultural places. Moreover, the appli-
cation of remote sensing techniques and 3DPC analysis to the relation-
ship between the historical quarry landscape and the natural fracture 
system of the rock massif can help us understand the quarry manage-
ment of mining and determine how stonecutters redirected quarry faces 
to minimise efforts and optimise the utilisation of natural 
discontinuities. 

The aim of this paper is to establish a method for analysing the 
spatial relationships between natural fracture sets and quarry faces in 
ancient quarries through the combination of (1) traditional fieldwork 
and (2) two remote sensing techniques. The new method is applied to 
the historical quarries of Rambla Fonda (Alicante region, SE Spain), 

where a highly valuable red limestone has been mined since at least the 
18th century. The proposed method is based on the numerical process-
ing of 3DPCs, and it constitutes a novel step in the comprehensive study 
and understanding of historical quarries. 

2. Case study 

Over ten small quarries are distributed along a narrow valley 
(Rambla Fonda valley) 5 km southwest of the town of La Romana (Ali-
cante, SE Spain) (Fig. 1). Geographically, these quarries are between the 
El Rollo quarry, which was nationally renowned for several centuries, 
and the modern and active Cavarrassa quarry, from which the com-
mercial building rock ‘Rojo Alicante’ is currently extracted. 

These Rambla Fonda quarries constitute an extensive open cast 
extraction system (Bessac, 2003) where scattered small fronts in terraces 
are dispersed throughout a broad area (Fig. 1). This extraction system 
formed in response to the type of exposure of the stone resource in the 
landscape: a layer outcropping at a mid-height cape on the side of a 
valley (a ‘layer open-partially covered’ exposure according to Heldal 
(2009)). The production evidence observed in the Rambla Fonda 
quarries shows that the main technique involved in the extraction of 
blocks from the bedrock was channelling (Heldal, 2009), thus, unfin-
ished longitudinal sections of channels can still be observed. These 
channels were made by removing the rock mass via chiselling and/or 
picking in combination with levering in natural cracks. 

The first written references about the Rambla Fonda quarries have 
been dated to 1764 (Martínez-Martínez, 2020). The 18th century was an 
active period in all these quarries, and historical references assert that 
columns and blocks from this extractive area (El Rollo) were used in the 
Murcia cathedral and even in the Royal Palace of Madrid (1735–1764). 
The Alicante region is currently one of the most relevant areas in terms 
of both the extraction and the manufacturing of building stone and 
ornamental stone at an international level. The industrialisation of 
different quarries took place during the second half of the 20th century 
(Martínez-Martínez, 2020). However, most of the Rambla Fonda 
quarries were abandoned during preindustrial times. Thus, the area 
contains a large number of diverse in situ remnants of manually worked 
quarries, which exhibit tool marks on both quarry faces and blocks, 
broken and half-finished products and work areas in different stages of 
production (Fig. 1). 

Geologically, the quarried layers correspond to the Middle-Upper 
Jurassic deposits (Upper Ammonitico Rosso Formation) of the 
External Subbetic Zone (External Zones of the Betic Cordillera) (Fig. 1) 
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Fig. 2. Workflow of the proposed method.  
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(Nieto et al., 2012). The simplified stratigraphic section of the studied 
deposit, with an average thickness of 60 m, is shown in Fig. 1; the quarry 
work was focused on the lower member of this sequence, which is a 
massive red limestone. The microfacies of these rocks are wackestone to 
packstone with ‘filaments’ that Reolid and Nieto (2010) attribute to 
Bositra buchi, other allochems are peloids, sponge spicules, crinoids, 
radiolarian and foraminifera. In the studied zone, an Fe–Mn oxide 
crust, 2–3 cm thick, is observed at the top of this member. The upper 

member of the Upper Ammonitico Rosso Formation comprises marly 
nodular red limestones and red nodular limestones with Globuligerina 
and Saccoccoma mudstone–wackestone microfacies, respectively 
(Reolid and Nieto, 2010). 

3. Method 

3.1. Three-dimensional point clouds acquisition 

The proposed method enables a surface analysis of a quarry to detect 
the DSs along the extraction surfaces that are not necessarily parallel to 
the discontinuities. Fig. 2 shows the overall workflow for obtaining in-
formation about the DSs or natural fractures, and the planes resulting 
from block extraction. The fieldwork is performed by an experienced 
user to collect measurements of the DS orientations and analysed using 
traditional methods (ISRM, 1978; Rocscience, 2021). In addition, the 
surface is captured using remote sensing techniques. In this work, we 
used TLS instruments and the SfM multiview stereo (SfM-MVS) 
technique. 

Setting up the area to scan comprises the placement of targets be-
tween the TLS stations to serve as common points. These targets provide 
coordinates that serve as ground control points (GCPs) for the SfM 
workflow (Riquelme et al., 2017). The first step is to capture the surface 

Table 1 
Targets used as GCPs: errors of the SfM workflow from Agisoft Metashape 
(Agisoft, 2019).  

Label X error [cm] Y error [cm] Z error [cm] Total [cm] Image (pix) 

1 − 0.434 − 1.201 − 0.308 1.313 0.755 
2 − 0.414 − 0.874 − 0.523 1.1 1.049 
3 0.196 − 1.966 − 0.429 2.021 1.548 
4 − 0.707 0.864 0.229 1.139 0.876 
5 0.307 2.166 0.764 2.318 0.91 
6 5.516 7.577 1.647 9.516 1.384 
7 − 0.73 − 2.413 0.212 2.529 0.971 
8 − 1.301 − 1.285 − 0.174 1.836 0.862 
9 − 1.236 − 1.39 − 0.17 1.868 1.087 
10 − 1.198 − 1.479 − 1.247 2.275 1.445 

Total 1.913 2.837 0.746 3.502 1.118  

Fig. 3. Orthographic views of the 3DPCs generated via SfM and TLS (ground points are coloured, discarded points are depicted in grey).  
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using the TLS instrument. During scanning, the coordinates of the tar-
gets are captured in a local reference system, denoted TLS-3DPC. Then, a 
georeferenced airborne laser scanner (ALS) 3DPC is downloaded from 
the open-source National Plan for Aerial Orthophotography (Plan 
Nacional de Ortofotografía Aérea PNOA) Project (Instituto Geográfico 
Nacional de España, 2016a, 2016b). To obtain the 3DPC and the target 
coordinates in a global reference system, denoted ETRS89 30 N, a 3-axis 
translation and an OZ-axis rotation are applied using the ALS-3DPC as 
the reference. However, if TLS-3DPC is not levelled, the rotation should 
not occur around only the vertical axis, rather the rotation should 
involve all three axes. This step provides the georeferenced TLS-3DPC 
and target coordinates. In this work, we used a Leica C10 ScanStation 
3D laser scanner (Leica Geosystems, 2011). Seven scan stations were 
used, and there were ten . The targets were used to roughly register the 
scan stations. Then, the scans were registered using cloud-to-cloud 
constraints with Cyclone software (Leica Geosystems, 2021), and the 
overall error was 1 cm. 

The SfM process begins with the capture of photographs. In this 
work, we used an RPAS equipped with an FC300S camera (focal length 
of 3.61 mm, equivalent to a 20 mm lens on a full-frame 35 mm camera). 
The photograph resolution is 4000 × 3000 pixels, and the photographs 
capture both the surface and the targets. The global coordinates are 
inserted into the SfM workflow, so the SfM-3DPC-referenced dataset is 
scaled and georeferenced to TLS-3DPC. The bundle adjustment error is 
shown in Table 1. Since both the TLS and the SfM datasets are registered, 
scaled, and oriented, both 3DPCs can measure orientations and lengths. 

3.2. Analysis of the surface 

To analyse the orientations of the planes observed on the rock sur-
face, the 3DPCs were analysed using Discontinuity Set Extractor (DSE) 
software (Riquelme et al., 2016; Riquelme et al., 2014a). This software 
analyses all the points of a 3DPC and calculates the normal vector for 
every point using the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (where k is estab-
lished by the user, usually 30 (Riquelme et al., 2014b)). All the resulting 
normal vectors are plotted on a stereonet by their corresponding poles; 
since 3DPCs can contain millions of points, millions of poles are plotted 
on the stereonet. Since it is nearly impossible to visually identify sets of 
poles because of their immensely large number, the density of the poles 
is calculated using the kernel density estimation (KDE) technique (Botev 
et al., 2010). A concentration of poles in a certain stereonet region re-
flects a set of points with a similar orientation. This orientation can be 
interpreted as a random surface, a mining face within the quarry, or an 
actual DS. The software, however, does not make this distinction 
because it only analyses the geometry. 

Instead, the user supervises and decides how many DSs there are and 
defines their orientations. For every point, if a certain set of geometrical 
requirements is satisfied (Riquelme et al., 2014a), a DS is assigned; if 
not, the point is left unlabelled and is not considered. Then, cluster 
analysis is performed (Ester et al., 1996) to arrange all the points of a DS 
along parallel planes and determine their best-fit equations. This pro-
vides a classified point cloud that enables the normal spacing to be 
estimated (Riquelme et al., 2015) and the persistence among these dis-
continuities to be analysed (Riquelme et al., 2018). 

It is worth noting that the analysis of 3D datasets cannot determine 
whether a DS is a set of natural fractures or the face of a quarried block. 
However, fieldwork data are collected when a plane is considered a 
discontinuity that continues within the rock mass. Because of this, the 
combination of fieldwork information with classified 3DPC information 
enables the analysis, interpretation, and discussion of whether the 
detected orientations belong to a quarry face or to a natural fracture. In 
addition to this differentiation, the relations between orientations 
enable us to investigate how natural fractures governed the extraction of 
blocks from the quarry. 

4. Results 

In this work, TLS and an RPAS enabled the generation of two 3DPCs. 
In addition, the SfM workflow generated a 3D mesh, and a 3D printer 
generated a scaled 3D object, as shown in Fig. 3. This 3D object was 
useful for interpreting the main orientations jointly with the rest of the 
results because it was scaled and oriented towards north. As expected, 
the captured SfM surface covered the entire surface of the study area 
with fewer areas of missing data than the TLS surface because the RPAS 
captured the whole study area. In contrast, TLS instruments work with a 
subhorizontal laser beam, so most (but not all) of the areas of interest 
were scanned. (See Fig. 4.) 

The TLS and SfM workflows were performed simultaneously, and the 
working time was approximately three hours. Both datasets were pro-
cessed to generate the corresponding 3DPCs. Registering, georeferenc-
ing and extracting the targets from the TLS data took approximately four 
hours. Then, the SfM processing time was approximately two hours 
using a 32 GB i7–4790 Intel processor equipped with an Nvidia GTX- 
1650 graphics card. The removal of vegetation took over three hours 
for both datasets. 

Quarry activity was observed in three sectors, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Sectors 01 and 03 were both wide enough to be studied using the 
traditional methods and to be captured by the TLS and the RPAS. 
However, Sector 02 was too narrow, and it was covered by debris and 
blocks, making it impossible to study without removing the debris. 
Accordingly, Sector 02 was not analysed, and detailed analyses were 
performed on Sectors 01 and 03, which exhibited more appropriate 
conditions for the numerical simulation (Fig. 3; corresponding areas 
marked in red rectangles). 

The analysis results of Sector 01 are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for the 
SfM and TLS datasets, respectively. Likewise, the Sector 03 results of the 
SfM and TLS datasets are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. As pre-
viously mentioned, noise, vegetation, and abandoned blocks were 
removed from the 3DPCs. After the data were cleaned, the points were 
subsampled to 1 cm to enhance the density of the normal vector poles. 

In particular, the SfM dataset of Sector 03 showed that the 

Fig. 4. 3D printing result from the SfM mesh, and detailed views of the two 
analysed quarries. 
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subhorizontal surface (i.e., the bedding plane corresponding in this case 
to the ground) was wider than the subvertical surfaces. In addition, the 
ground was covered by debris, so in terms of this analysis, it was a noisy 
plane. The normal vectors of these points were not concentrated around 
their mean orientation but were sparse on the stereonet, leading to 
interference with other DSs during the analysis. Therefore, to analyse 
the subvertical surfaces (which were expected to have affected the 
extraction of blocks), the SfM-derived 3DPC was further processed: the 
(04 ◦ /225◦) bedding plane was extracted, and those points were 
removed. 

In Figs. 5 through 8, subfigure (a) presents a top view of the corre-
sponding 3DPC. For every point, the 30 nearest neighbours were 
detected, and the normal vector was calculated for that set and assigned 
to the corresponding point. The normal vector was converted to its pole 
and plotted on a stereonet, as shown in subfigure (b). These figures show 
that, as mentioned above, the number of measurements is considerable, 
and thus, they cover most of the stereonet. The results of the statistical 
analyses performed to detect the orientations of the high-density poles 
are shown in subfigure (c), which displays the nonparametric function 
determined via the KDE technique (Botev et al., 2010). In these figures, 

Fig. 5. Extraction of the orientations of Sector 01 via the SfM-derived 3DPC: (a) elevation map; (b) stereonet of the 774.861 normal vector poles; (c) density of the 
poles and extraction of the principal DS; (d) top view of the classified 3DPC; (e) stereonet of the 647.750 poles assigned to the corresponding DS; (f) orientations of 
the principal DS. 
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the maximum values show the principal poles of the main DSs. As 
shown, four principal orientations were extracted, although the fourth 
orientation (i.e., J4) changed depending on the technique used and the 
studied sector. Subfigure (d) presents the stereonet of the poles given in 
(b), in which each pole was assigned to the closest DS. In addition, poles 
with an angle greater than 30◦ relative to the closest DS were removed. 
These figures show that the number of points at the end of the analysis 
was considerably fewer than that in the original point cloud. DSs J1, J2, 
J3 and J4 were distinctly coloured blue, green, yellow and red, respec-
tively. Subfigure (e) presents a top view of the classified 3DPC, where 
every point is coloured according to its assigned DS. Finally, the DS 
orientations are shown in (f), for which the dip and dip direction angles 
are given in degrees. 

In addition to being subjected to the above 3DPC analysis, the 

natural fractures and DSs were analysed in the field (Fig. 2). The data 
measurements captured 67 and 51 orientations for sectors 01 and 03, 
respectively. To measure the orientations, a smartphone equipped with 
an accelerometer was used. Fig. 9 presents the results of the analysis 
using Dips software (Rocscience, 2021). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. TLS and SfM comparison 

In this section, we compare the plane orientations obtained with two 
digital techniques: TLS and the SfM technique. Figs. 10, 11 and 12 
summarise the results of both techniques for Sectors 01 and 03 in 
combination with the fieldwork results. In Fig. 12, the plane orientations 

Fig. 6. Extraction of the orientations of Sector 01 via the SfM-derived 3DPC: (a) elevation map; (b) stereonet of the 483.427 normal vector poles; (c) density of the 
poles and extraction of the principal DS; (d) top view of the classified 3DPC; (e) stereonet of the 368.823 poles assigned to the corresponding DS; (f) orientations of 
the principal DS. 
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derived from the SfM and TLS techniques are shown as green diamonds 
and blue crosses, respectively. In addition, the orientations of the nat-
ural fractures (the fieldwork results) are depicted as red crosses. 

The automated analysis yielded the first DS, J1, with a subhorizontal 
attitude (Fig. 12). A comparison with the hand-collected field data 
showed that J1 corresponds to bedding planes and the ground surface 
within the quarry. The J1 orientations in the TLS and SfM-derived data 
are consistent. Figs. 10 and 11 show the classified 3DPCs for both sectors 
and both techniques; the point members of this DS are coloured in blue. 
The results demonstrate that this DS is persistent and is the widest DS. 

The analysis showed that J1 is challenging to analyse because of the 
debris covering the ground. As the sides of debris are oriented randomly, 
their normal vectors randomly vary around the ground normal vector, 
leading to scattered poles around the principal pole of the stereonet and 

masking other trends. This effect was especially disruptive in Sector 03 
when the SfM dataset was used. Notwithstanding, the principal orien-
tation determined using the 3DPC matches that determined from the 
fieldwork. 

In addition to J1, three subvertical orientations (J2, J3 and J4) were 
detected using the 3DPCs. In the classified point clouds, J2 is coloured 
yellow. In addition, the stereonets present the detected poles grouped in 
a yellow circle for both sectors. For Sector 01, the poles match perfectly, 
and for Sector 03, there is only a minor variation. The classified point 
cloud of Sector 01 shows that J2 is a persistent DS, and its length is 
greater than 10 m. Sector 03 shows similar results; however, the planes 
are smaller than in Sector 01, although they are clearly defined. 

J3 is represented in green in both the classified 3DPCs and the ster-
eonets. Although minor orientation differences were detected between 

Fig. 7. Extraction of the orientations of Sector 01 via the SfM-derived 3DPC: (a) elevation map; (b) stereonet of the 483.427 normal vector poles; (c) density of the 
poles and extraction of the principal DS; (d) top view of the classified 3DPC; (e) stereonet of the 368.823 poles assigned to the corresponding DS; (f) orientations of 
the principal DS. 
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Sectors 01 and 03, the extracted values using both techniques agree. This 
wide DS is clearly observed in both sectors. 

Finally, the analysis of J4 using both the TLS and the SfM datasets 
showed a variation in the strike in Sector 01 and an excellent match in 
Sector 03. The strike variation found in Sector 01 is explained by the 
nature of the technique. To understand this variation, let us focus on the 
classified point cloud of Sector 01 (Fig. 10), where the point members of 
J4 are depicted in red. Most of the larger planes match between both 
techniques, but other smaller planes do not. This is because the tech-
niques reconstruct the 3DPC differently. Some of the orientations of 

small planes form a small angle with the principal orientation and within 
the threshold. Accordingly, they are classified as members of this DS, 
and the principal orientation somehow changes. 

The abovementioned orientation variation was also detected on the 
other DSs. Interestingly, while all the principal poles of J1 almost match, 
those of J2 and J3 show minor variations depending on the dataset. TLS 
is a 3D ground-based laser scanning technique; in typical scanners, the 
laser beam is distributed over a range of 360 degrees horizontally and 
270 degrees vertically by a rotating mirror (Tallon, 2014). Therefore, 
the laser works under optimal conditions when scanning subvertical 

Fig. 8. Extraction of the orientations of Sector 03 via the SfM-derived 3DPC: (a) elevation map; (b) stereonet of the 695.811 normal vector poles; (c) density of the 
poles and extraction of the principal DS; (d) top view of the classified 3DPC; (e) stereonet of the 487.689 poles assigned to the corresponding DS; (f) orientations of 
the principal DS. 
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planes and the laser beam is horizontal (ceilings can also be scanned in 
excellent conditions, but in open pits, the instrument has no reference). 
However, scans of the ground are dramatically affected by the angle 
between the line of sight and the scanned surface with the distance, 
leading to a lower density of points on the ground (Lato et al., 2010). In 
contrast, SfM is a technique that processes images, which (in this case) 
were captured using an RPAS. Therefore, the altitude angle was close to 
− 90◦ relative to the horizontal. The reconstruction quality of sub-
horizontal surfaces is excellent, but that of subvertical surfaces is not; 
hence, the quality of small subvertical planes differs, affecting the 
results. 

Regardless of whether the plane is an excavation face or a natural DS, 
the density function of Sector 01 engenders an interesting discussion 
(Fig. 13). The poles of J2 are not concentrated at a single point but rather 
a tight cluster of points. The orientations of J2 extracted from the TLS 
and SfM data were (90 ◦ /159◦) and (83 ◦ /159◦), respectively. Another 
close cluster was detected at (80 ◦ /135◦) (Fig. 13 b), which was found to 
be an excavation face (Fig. 13 a). The observation of the density function 
would lead to the recognition of two separate DSs, but after closely 
inspecting and interpreting the 3DPCs, it was considered a single DS. In 
fact, it is common to observe subparallel planes in excavated areas that 
do not correspond to DSs. In these cases, to simplify the analysis, it is 
reasonable to treat them as a single surface. However, if there is a special 
interest in their individual analysis, the two orientations can be sepa-
rated and treated as different DSs. 

According to the presented results, both techniques can provide 
excellent results for detecting the attitudes of plane with similar orien-
tations. Notably, these planes can be detected regardless of their origin. 
As stated before, when dealing with ancient open pits, these planes are 
considered excavation faces but can also be natural fractures. 

5.2. 3DPC and fieldwork comparison 

The aim of this subsection is to determine whether a DS is a natural 
fracture set or a new face started within the quarry to extract blocks of 
the desired size and shape. 

The orientations obtained from the 3DPCs are considered block 
excavation faces because they were left when the stone cutter excavated 
the rock. In addition to these excavation faces, the fieldwork also 
registered discontinuities within the rock mass that were identified in 
outcrops (traces on the rock surface) as cracks. When a wide plane was 
observed but there was no continuity within the rock mass, it was not 
considered a fissure. To summarise the results, Table 2 shows the 
detected natural fractures from the fieldwork and the excavation faces 
detected from the 3DPC analysis. 

The first DS, which is the bedding plane, perfectly agrees with the 
digital datasets and the fieldwork. This is the widest surface and is 
therefore best represented by the points. This agreement supports the 
idea that this DS was used as a weak surface to extract the blocks. 

DS J2 was observed by fieldwork in Sector 03 but not in Sector 01. 
However, the 3DPC analysis detected the orientation of J2 in both sec-
tors. This means that in Sector 03, J2 was a natural fracture, and the 
stonecutter extracted the blocks following its orientation. In contrast, DS 
J2 was detected only by 3DPC analysis in Sector 01. We hypothesise that 
this signifies that the extraction started in Sector 03, where this wide 
fracture was taken advantage of to extract the blocks. The excavation 
continued into Sector 01, but as the natural fracture disappeared, the 
orientation of J2 was maintained despite the absence of natural fractures 
within the rock mass to preserve the size and shape of the excavated 
blocks. 

The third DS is J3. Both the fieldwork and the 3DPC analysis detected 
this DS in both sectors (Table 2). However, the orientations derived from 
the fieldwork showed different values. In Sector 01, J3 showed similar 

Fig. 9. Fieldwork datasets: stereonet plot and major planes of Sectors (a) 01 and (b) 03.  
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strike angles, but as it is a subvertical plane, the dip direction varied by 
almost 180◦. This is a common effect when working with subvertical 
planes. However, in Sector 03, the J3 natural fractures identified by the 
fieldwork presents a different strike angle from that of the 3DPC anal-
ysis. A visual analysis of the 3DPC of Sector 03 (Fig. 11) shows that J3 
outcrops are small compared to those of J1 and J2. We postulate that the 
difference in the observed orientations could be related to this fact 
because the fieldwork measurements were hard to capture, leading to 
possible deviations. In addition, the similar orientations between the 
3DPC results and the fieldwork suggest that the excavation activity 
meant that the orientation of the J3 natural fractures was maintained to 
continue extracting blocks. Interestingly, the stereonet revealed that J1, 
J2 and J3 form almost right angles. This agrees with the fact that the 
abandoned blocks were parallelepipeds. 

Finally, J4 was detected in Sector 01, where its orientation matched 
that determined via the SfM technique but showed minor differences 
from the TLS result. In Sector 03, both the TLS and the SfM results were 
fitted, and the fieldwork results were slightly different. Despite the small 
size of this natural fracture, the classified point clouds show that 

excavation was similarly conducted using this natural fracture to extract 
blocks. 

5.3. Geoarchaeological interpretation of the 3DPC results 

The most significant DS controlling block extraction was J1. The 
discontinuities included in this set correspond to bedding planes and 
frequently occurring stylolites parallel to the stratification structure. 
Stonecutters used both types of discontinuities as precut basement 
planes. In addition, the distance between these basal planes determined, 
in most cases, the height of the final block. Partially cut blocks remain in 
the quarry areas, showing this preferential orientation favouring the 
stratification and stylolite planes (Fig. 14 a). We also found some wedge 
boxes remaining in the faces of these quarries along the surface traces of 
stylolites (Fig. 14 c). Using these natural discontinuities, planes of 
weakness for block extraction justify the coincidence between the nat-
ural discontinuities and the SfM- and TLS-derived surfaces (Fig. 12). 

In addition to the subhorizontal surface, two additional surfaces are 
needed to produce a rock block. These surfaces must be orthogonal or 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the major orientations for Sector 01. Top views of the classified 3DPC according to the selected DS: (a) TLS and (b) SfM.  
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nearly orthogonal to obtain pieces with forms close to their final ge-
ometry. Under the optimal conditions, natural fractures are used to 
minimise efforts. However, when the orientation of natural cracks is not 
appropriate, new discontinuities must be manually opened through 
pickaxes and/or wedges. The particular situation of the studied histor-
ical quarries can be determined from the analysis of the stereonets in 
Fig. 12. Two natural fracture sets are recognised in Sector 01: one in J3 
and the other in J4. These two natural DSs intersect at angles of 75–80◦. 
However, J2 in Sector 01 is formed by only artificial surfaces cut in the 
rock mass and is at angles of 80–90◦ from some fractures included in J4. 
This situation confirms that new orientations were created by quarry 
workers, forming an orthogonal net. However, non-parallelepiped 
blocks were obtained when the block boundaries were defined by nat-
ural cracks. In these cases, manual work was subsequently needed to cut 
the blocks into regular ashlars (Fig. 14 c). 

A similar situation was found in Sector 03, where three natural DSs 

were observed in the rock mass: one in J2 and the other two in J4. The 
natural cracks of J2 and one set of J4 form an angle of exactly 90◦. A new 
DS (J3) was then created at 90◦ to the second natural set included in J4 
(87◦/108◦). This sector constitutes an exceptional case study to analyse 
the influences of natural fractures within a rock mass on the orientation 
and extraction of rock blocks, prioritising the use of natural cracks and 
creating new discontinuities orthogonal to the previous discontinuities. 

6. Conclusions 

The application of the presented method has demonstrated that this 
is a useful tool in the characterisation of how fractures control the 
effective extraction of stone blocks from quarries. Analysing the 3DPCs 
of the studied Rambla Fonda quarries yielded the following conclusions: 

Fig. 11. Comparison of the major orientations for Sector 03. Top views of the classified 3DPC according to the selected DS: (a) TLS and (b) SfM.  
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1. Stylolites and bedding planes (J1 set) act as basal planes of weakness 
for extracting stone blocks. The distance between these basal planes 
also determines, in most cases, the height of the extracted block.  

2. Three additional fracture sets in the historical quarries (J2, J3 and J4) 
were detected in the 3D point cloud. In some parts of the quarries, 

one of these fracture families is artificial (J2 in Sector 02) corre-
sponding to artificial quarry faces forming an orthogonal net with the 
other natural discontinuities. In another studied sector (Sector 01), 
the natural fracture sets meet at an angle of exactly 90◦, creating the 
optimum situation and minimising efforts for stone block cutting. 

Fig. 12. Comparison of the major orientations for Sectors (a) 01 and (b) 03. The principal orientations from the fieldwork are shown on a stereonet.  
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These results show that natural fractures were preferred for the 
traditional management of quarries in preindustrial times because 
the resulting extraction was easier. An analysis of the accurate ori-
entations of the quarry fractures was carried out, revealing the use of 
natural discontinuities as planes of weakness. 

We expect that future works will apply this method to both modern 

and historical quarries. For historical quarries, this method can 
contribute to increasing our geoarchaeological knowledge in conjunc-
tion with new methods and techniques. In addition, for modern quarries 
where minimising waste is required, this method will help manage the 
quarry by understanding the influences of natural fractures. 
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Table 2 
Summary of the detected DSs.  

Sector Type of plane Detected DSt 

Sector 01 Natural fracture J1 J2 J3 J4 

Front of extraction J1 – J3 J4 

Sector 03 Natural fracture J1 J2 J3 J4 

Front of extraction J1 J2 J3 J4  
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